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In his first term as mayor, Giuliani pursued an aggressive and hugely successful
policing policy resulting in declines in virtually every category of crime. Such policing
efforts led to an increase in the distrust of police by black Americans and other
minorities…….Who were disproportionately responsible for much of the crime! AND the

other major area of work must be to resolve the social problems that
lead to such dysfunctional and disruptive minorities but this can only take
place effectively once law and order has been achieved.

Quotes by Rudy….

• "We only see the oppressive side of authority. Maybe it comes out of our
history and our background. (Europe at war, Ellice Island and the Statue of

liberty).  What we don't see is that freedom is not a concept in which
people can do anything they want, be anything they can be. Freedom is
about authority. Freedom is about the willingness of every single human being
to cede to lawful authority a great deal of discretion about what you do and how
you do it."

• The PPP comments……what Rudy left out because, maybe, it wasn’t a
problem in NY because of his leadership and control……… was……this

authority must be multi-skilled & capable, honest & reasonable and
motivated in the best interests of the decent majority of the citizens it works
for!. The North Wales police appear to exhibit none of these qualities.

The man described above was invited to the UK by Blair to explain the
success of his ‘zero tolerance’ policy that transformed New York City.

This was yet another exercise in high profile/nil content spin politics
by Blair………What has been the follow up!?

Locally, the N.Wales police are unwilling or incapable of applying such a
policy to the picturesque village of Dwygyfylchi, never mind their own
backyard of Colwyn Bay or Holyhead, except of course against ALL
motorists via their leader’s pet obsession, the revenue raising speed
camera policy.

PPP update……after OVER 2 years one dysfunctional male has been
finally banned from Dwygyfylchi!? ….. LATEST a month ago he’s BACK
AGAIN!!


